January 21  Ajai Dandekar, University of Washington, Seattle, WA  
co-sponsored with Pulmonary, Bradley Hamilton (Student host)

January 28  Laura Marquez (Paul McCray's lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Student

February 4  Sharon Idiga (Potthoff lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Student

February 11  Chandler Jensen-Cody (Engelhardt's lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Student

February 18  Catherine Marcinkiewcz, Assistant Professor, Pharmacology

February 25  Micaela Fosdick (Houtman's lab) and Jeff White (Weigel's lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

March 3  Sam Krysa (Allen's lab) and Sofiya Pisarenka (Smith's lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

March 10  Gabby Baccam (Huang's lab) and Gillian DeWane (DeMali's lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

March 17  Spring Break – no seminar

March 24  Lucy Evans (Bassuk's lab) and Sheps King-McAlpin (Potthoff’s lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

March 31  Mackenzie Spicer (Fisher's lab) and Jordan Kohlmeyer (Quelle's lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

April 7  Jane Buchanan (Taylor's lab) and Drew Voigt (Mullin's lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

April 14  Guillermo Romano Ibarra (Stoltz's lab), Molecular Medicine Graduate Student

April 21  Rotation Talks #1: Christian Brommel, Kelsey Dawes and Benney Endoni

April 28  Rotation Talks #2: Cody Poe, Nick Scalora, Nathan Witmer, and CheyAnne Youngblood

May 5  Beverly Davidson, The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA  
co-sponsored with Pulmonary, Joseph Zabner (Faculty host)